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The effect of elastic strain of an accelerating system resulting from electromechanical
forces on the electric characteristics of a H-wave accelerator is considered. The elastic
strain changes the natural frequency of the system as well as the shape of the resonance
curve. As the energy stored in the cavity is increased, the electromechanical distortion
of the resonance curve becomes equal to and sometimes greater than the width of the
resonance region. In spite of the fact that the resonance curve of the elastic system can
be "corrected" by incorporating feedback into the~ generator-load system, the
electromechanical processes in the superconducting accelerator deserve serious
attention for at least two reasons. First, the various components of the accelerating
system are deformed differently. As a result, the natural frequency of the accelerating
cell depends on the number of the cell and on the amount of energy stored in it. This
leads to the appearance of time-varying inhomogeneities of the accelerating field in the
waveguide channel of the accelerator, which eventually degrade the output character-
istics of the beam. Second, operation of an accelerator in a superconducting mode can
cause multiple resonant mechanical oscillations of the accelerating system and of the
cavity walls.! These oscillations change the Q-factor of the accelerating system
significantly.
1. RESONANCE CURVE OF THE ACCELERATING SYSTEM
WITH DRIFT TUBES MOUNTED ON SUPPORTS
Let us consider the oscillation of an electromagnetic field in a cavity with drift tubes
mounted on supports. An electromagnetic field in such a system is a superposition of
two qualitatively different fields, a vortex field, which is reflected into the cavity by the
cavity walls, and a quasi-potential field, which is concentrated near the load cell. If the
charge on the drift tubes ei and the spectral amplitudes of the Hertz vector of a vortex
field Qv are assumed to be the generalized coordinates, then the Lagrangian of the field
in the cavity which is loaded with an accelerating system can be represented as2
where ~iv is the coupling constant of the coupling between the vortex field,and the
quasi-potential field, C ik ! is the inverse matrix of the mutual capacitance of the drift
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tubes, lik is the inductance matrix of the drift-tube supports, m is the number of load
cells, A is the vector-potential of the electromagnetic field. The last term in Eq. (1) is
integrated over the contour of the excitation loopy, lex is the exciting current, and a dot
over a quantity denotes differentiation with respect to time. In accordance with the
principle of least action, the electromagnetic field equations are a consequence of the
extremum nature of the functional 3
provided that




The solution of the problem of the extremum of the functional in (2) satisfies the Euler
equations4
d a2* a2* aRd
dt ----aq;- - alii = alii' (4)
where 2* = 2 - A(t)G, and Rd is the dissipative function. We shall confine ourselves
to the consideration of the case in which the HIlI harmonic in the vortex-field spectrum





<Pi - <Pi+l = C.'
l
(6)
where Ci is the mutual capacitance of the drift tubes having numbers i and (i + 1), and
<Pi and <Pi + 1 are the potentials of the i-th and (i + 1) drift tubes, we derive from Eqs. (1)-
(4) a system of equations that contains M equations for the variables Pi and Ql
Ql + ffi 12Ql = L ~i (Pi - Pi+ 1)
i
(2Pi - Pi+l - Pi-l) + Z:~i Pi = - c2Z:O (2Pi - Pi-l - Pi+l)
(7)
where ~Ili = Ili - Ili+ l' €i is the equivalent voltage applied to the i-th accelerating
cell; (the expressions for €i are omitted, since they are not needed below), and R o is the
resistance of the drift-tube support.
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We shall supplement the electromagnetic field equations with equations for
transverse oscillations of the elastic drift-tube supports. Thus
i = 1,2 ... M, (8)
where Ki is a force acting on the i-th drift-tube support (this force is the result of the
electromechanical interaction of the drift tube with the neighboring tu~es), E is
Young's modulus, I is the moment of inertia of the drift-tube support, and yS is the
linear mass of the drift-tube support. If the mass of the drift tubes is commensurate
with the mass of the drift-tube supports, then the equations of motion for the drift tubes
and the conditions, under which the motion of the drift tube is compatible with that of
the free end of the drift-tube support, should be added to the system of equations in (7)
and (8) before the electromechanical processes in the accelerating system can be
studied. If the drift-tube support bends in the plane <p = const, then ~i(r, t) represents a
displacement along the axis of the cavity of a point on the center line of the drift-tube
support which is situated a distance r from the axis of the cavity. Since the rate of the
mechanical motion of the components of the accelerating system is much slower than
that at which the characteristics of the electromagnetic field change, we shall solve the
system of equations in (8) in terms of
(9)
where ~o(i) (r) is the steady-state solution of the "fast"-time-averaged equations in (8).
That is,
(10)
The angle brackets show that the average is taken over the variation period Pi. The
solution of the equations in (10), after the drift-tube support end has been rigidly
mounted, has the form
(11)
where R is the radius of the cavity. Thus the displacement of the drift tube bi is related
to the force by the relation6





Since the force (Ki ) is equivalent to the electrostatic attractive force of the neighbor-
ing drift tubes, we can rewrite Eq. (12) in the form
i=I,2 ... N=M-l, (13)
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2 ( 1 aCi)1
Ki = - C?(xi) aXi Xi=Xi(O)
and Xi is the spacing between the drift tubes having number i and (i + 1). Expanding
the natural frequency CO i 2 = c2 /(210 Ci(xJ) in a series in Xi and confining ourselves to
linear terms, we write Eq. (7) in the form
c2R(2 ·· .. ..) 2 2. 0 (2· · .)Pi - Pi+l - Pi-l + COo Pi = -T Pi - Pi-l - Pi+l
2 2C 2 2COo K i . 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 c. 2 _ C
+ Pi(2Ki <Pi> - Ki-1(Pi-l) - Ki+1<Pi+l») + -1 €i'COO - 21· C .
K o 0 0 0
(14)
In Eq. (14), the dissipative terms and the nonlinear terms, which are attributed to
mechanical strain, are small, so that asymptotic methods can be used to solve this
equation. 6 Let us solve Eq. (14) in the form of an asymptotic series
where i, k = 1, 2 ... N; '" = vt + e; v is the frequency of the induced force; and € is a
small par'ameter which is proportional to the right side of Eq. (14). Substituting p/k) in
(14) for € = 0, we find the normal functions
and the natural frequencies
(k) • ink<p o = sIn-
L N (16)
(17)
The functions a and eare determined in first approximation by a system of equations
where
da E(k)
- = - Y (k) a - cos e
dt e mk(cok + v)
de E(k)
- = co (k) - V + sin e










FIGURE 1. Resonance curve for the accelerating system with drift tubes mounted on supports.
Letting the right side of Eq. (18) equal zero and eliminating the phase e in the
equilibrium state (d/dt = 0), we find the dependence of the steady-state amplitude on
the frequency of the induced force
(20)
where y = (mkO)k 2 va)/(E(k)QO)O) is the dimensionless amplitude, Q = O)ol/c2 R, 3 =
2Q((v)/(0)0) - 1),
2 E~axX~/2 c4 (1 - cos \f!k)
J.l = 80)0 5 Ro(T)lo2(N + 1) , (21)
Emax is the maximum field strength in the accelerating gap, and X NI2 is the length of gap
number N /2. Figure 1 is a plot of the resonance curve of the accelerating system with
drift tubes mounted on supports. The shape of this curve depends on the parameter J.l2
We shall call the value of the parameter JI2 = [(3J3)/8JJ.l2 the critical value. At this
point the resonance curve "flips over" and the system creates conditions conductive
to the development of electromechanical processes. It follows from Eq. (21) that the
parameter ~ 2 depends appreciably on the resistance of the drift-tube supports, which in
turn depends on the wall temperature of the supports. Figure 2 is a plot of the
parameter p, 2 as a function of the temperature of the" drift-tube supports for various
ac.,celeration rates. The calculation was carried out for an accelerating structure made
from copper. An HIlI type wave was used in the experiment and the shape of the drift-
tube supports was cylindrical. The minimum diameter of the drift-tube support
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FIGURE 3. Temperature dependence of the critical diameter of the drift-tube support.
temperature can be calculated from those results for a specified acceleration rate
(Fig. 3). Specifically, we see from this plot that if such an accelerating system is used in a
superconducting accelerator, this system will always operate in the supercritical mode.
The situation does not change even when a "comb-type" accelerating system, 7 in which
the mechanical rigidity can be increased three orders of magnitude, is used, since the
parameter ~ 2, which is proportional to the third power of Q, will increase at least six
orders of magnitude in the temperature range T < Tc.
2. SELF-OSCILLATION OF THE ACCELERATING SYSTEM
Let us consider the self-oscillation mode in a single accelerating gap. We shall assume
that electromagnetic oscillations occur in the accelerating gap if the frequency
difference 8, which results from the displacement of drift tubes by electric forces, is
varied slowly. The process can be described in the following way when the spacing
between the drift tubes is varied infinitely slowly. Under this condition the
electromagnetic field is assumed to be in the steady state at each instant of time. If the
spacing between the drift tubes in increased, the representative point will shift from
point A to point B on the resonance curve (see Fig. 1). The electromagnetic oscillations
in the accelerating gap stop at point B. As a result, the system rapidly (as compared with
the characteristic transit time) goes to point C, and then continues to move in the
direction of point D. As a result of displacement of the drift tubes, the amplitude of the
electromagnetic field increases smoothly up to point E. At this point the system enters
the resonance region, and the electromagnetic oscillation amplitude increases sharply
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(in the same sense) up to point F. As a result, the traveling ?rift .tube a~quires. in the
regions BC and EF an additional momentum in the same dIrectIon as Its motIon. In
fact, the Coulomb force, which is balanced by the elastic force, disappears at point B
(upon divergence), while this compressive force appears at point E (upon convergence).
If electric Q-factor of the accelerating cell is high (Jl2 » 1), then the additional
momentum acquired by the drift tube at point B is much larger than that acquired near
point E. For simplicity, we shall therefore ignore the momentum transfer in the region
EF. Let us determine the change in the momentum after one cycle of mechanical
vibrations. Since the amplitude y in the region Be varies as
we find
wt
y = Yc + (YB - Yc)e- 2Q, (22)
(23)
Equation (23) is valid if Yc « 1 and roo « Qo:>s. The last inequality allows us to assume
that the force is applied to the drift tubes at the cutoff point B, whose coordinate is
(24)
Since the drift tube acquires this momentum at point B only when it has a positive
velocity (when it moves along the resonance curve from left to right), we write the
equation for the variable component of the spacing between the drift tubes in the
following way form
.0 {. x + Ixl ~ )}mx + Kx + ysmx - P 2 u(x - X B = 0, (25)
where Ys is the damping constant of mechanical oscillations, and 8(x - xB) is the delta
function. The drift tube oscillations are described by a differential equation for a pulse-
driven pendulum. The solution of this equation was analyzed in Ref. 6. If the initial
thrust of the drift tube is
b(O) < 1 ( P )2
2 rtYsm
1 ( P )4
4 rtYsm
(26)
then the mechanical oscillation amplitude attenuates over time, tending to zero as
exp (- ysrn tj2). If, however, the initial thrust of the drift tube is such that the sign of the
inequality in Eq. (26) should be reversed, then a self-oscillation mode will set in (if a
. stabilizing device is not incorporated into the system). The oscillation amplitude of this
mode tends to
bse1f osc. = -21(~)2 +
rtmys
1( P)4 ( P)2
:4 nm Ys - x/ nmys ' (27)
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and the oscillation frequency is
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The quantities bse1f osc. and (Oself osc. are consistent with very high measurement results.
A self-oscillating elastic circuit can therefore be used to determine the magnitude and
direction of the vector H of the electromagnetic wave. Since the self-oscillation
amplitude is proportional to the third power of the Q-factor, superconducting circuits
can be used to measure very weak signals.
3. ELECTROMECHANICAL RESONANCE OF
THE ACCELERATING SYSTEM
Let us assume that a very small thrust brings the drift tubes out of equilibrium and
causes them to oscillate slightly. Let us consider the time evolution of this process. It
has been established elsewhere6 that no matter how slow is the temporal variation of
the properties of the nonlinear oscillator, its representative point does not follow
accurately the resonance curve, but is shifted slightly in the direction of its motion. The
magnitude of this displacement is proportional to the rate at which the oscillator
characteristics vary, in this case the distance between the drift tubes. As a result of this
displacement, the drift tubes are subjected to an additional force resulting from a lack
of balance between the elastic force and the average Coulomb force of mutual
attraction of the drift tubes. A qualitative analysis of the motion of the representative
point on the phase plane (y, b) shows that the trajectory of the process corresponding
to the section of the resonance curve where b + Jl2 y2 > 0 has the shape of a rotating
helix (in the absence of a frictional force), since the excess force in this case is applied in
the same direction as the motion of the drift tubes. The system strives to achieve a
steady state in the region where b + Jl2 y2 < 0, following the rotating helix. If there is a
dissipation, then the trajectory of the process will have the shape of a rotating helix
even in the region in which b + Jl2y2 > 0, if the frictional force is greater than the
excess force. Otherwise, the system will develop an electromechanical instability which
is accompanied by an exponential increase of the mechanical oscillation amplitude in
the initial stage. The self-oscillation mode described in Sec. 2 is the final state of the
system in this case.
Let us determine the threshold value of the parameter Jl2, at which the electro-
mechanical resonance begins to build up. First, we shall solve Eq. (14) for a single ac-
celerating gap in the form
Pi = a sin (vt + S) + U, (29)
where a varies slowly with time. Substituting (29) into (14) and dropping second-order
small terms (u 2 , d 2 a/dt 2 , d 2S/dt 2 ), we find for the U(T) function the differential equation
where
roo .
\1 = 2VQ + -as·Q '
A roo. 2 S
tJ = - Qa + va. (31)
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Using the quantity y introduced previously, instead of the oscillation amplitude a and







Equation (30) can be solved in the form
(33)
(34)
Inserting U in Eq. (30) and equating the coefficients of the corresponding trigonometric
functions, we find for the amplitudes bI and dI the system of equations
(35)
The determinant of this system of equations in the resonance region is
(36)
The algebraic complement of the simultaneous amplitude bi under this condition is
(37)
Let us calculate the coefficients a. and ~ using Eq. (31)
(38)
and let us derive an expression for the simultaneous component of the amplitude
(39)
After substituting the solution of Eq. (14) into Eq. (29) and incorporating Eq. (39) into
the equation of motion for a drift tube, we can formally write the differential equation




where ro;m = am4 /(3E/), the equation cos aR chaR + 1 = 0 determines the eigen-
values am, and the total damping factor of oscillations is




f = df· (41)
The electromechanical instability in the accelerating system with drift tubes mounted
on supports is attributable essentially to the fact that self-oscillations of the elastic rod
are at resonance with the corresponding Fourier component of the electrodynamic
force applied to the drift tube. Specifically, if the mass of the drift tube is small in
comparison with that of the drift-tube support, then the Fourier component of the





wheref(ro) is the Fourier component of the external force applied to the rod end, and
the effective rigidity of the drift-tube support is
( _ E/ cosh aR cos aR + 1K w a) - 3 h· . h RR cos aR sIn aR - sIn R cos a
It follows from (43) that the design parameters of the accelerating system can be chosen
in such a way that the dynamic rigidity of the drift-tube support will be infinitely large.
Physically, this implies that the action of an external periodic force on the drift tube
causes the drift-tube support to oscillate in such a way that its end is at rest. Since a part
of the electromagnetic field energy stored by the cavity is expended on the buildup of
these oscillations, the Q-factor of the system will generally decrease. This process, we
might note, is completely analogous to the excitation of acoustic waves by an
electromagnetic field in a superconducting cavity,8 which is accompanied by the
appearance of an additional component in 'the residual resistance of the supercon-
ductor. By running the superconducting accelerating system in the kw ~ 00 mode, we
can reduce appreciably the effect of electromechanical resonance on the condition
under which it is excited. Returning to Eq. (41), we should point out that if the
amplitude of the external field and the properties of the accelerating gap are such that
the second term in (41) is larger than the damping constant of the mechanical
oscillations Y/, then the drift tube will oscillate slightly near the equilibrium position
and its oscillation amplitude will increase exponentially with the time. Equation (41)
determines the threshold value of J.l2, at which point the system begins to develop an
electromechanical instability. The function f(y, 8) in Eq. (41) reaches its maximum
value at y = )3/2. Then
3 ft2
fmax=21+fi 2 '
Substituting (44) into (41), we find for the condition under which the electromechanical
instability appears
3 ft2 2 -1 2
Ys < 4: 1 + ft 2 J.l Ye ros ' (45)
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where Ye = roo/2Q is the damping constant of the electromagnetic field in the
accelerating cell. It follows from (45) that. if the inequality
ro 2
Y5YC < .)3 (46)
is satisfied, i.e., if the electrical and mechanical Q-factors of the system are sufficiently
large, then there will be an instability. Consequently, a superconducting accelerator
should be designed in such a way that it has electromechanical as well as
electrodynamic stability.
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